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Cheese Pie

ID Number : 0005

Type : Pie

Category : Deserts

Quantity : 1 Pie

Time : 20 Min (Preparation),40 Min (Cooking)

Difficulty : 

General Information

This is a like a cheese cake but in a pie crust. You can use a normal pie crust ( you will

have to pre-cook it 5 to 8 minute ) or you can use a crumb pie crust. You only need the

bottom crust. You normally use plain cream cheese. You need 1-1/2 pack or 12 ounce or

375g of Cheese, packaging can vary from a country to another. I use "Double Fruit"

raspberry jam because they have twice more fruits and half less sugar. If this brand does

not exist in you country, use an equivalent.

Ingredients

Qt. Ingredient

12 Ounce Cream Cheese

2 Tbs. Butter

1/2 Cup Sugar

1 Egg

2 Tbs. Flour

2/3 Cup Milk

1/4 Cup Lemon Juice (Optional)

2 Ts Lemon Zest (Optional)

1 Cup Raspberry Jam

Procedures

Preheat the oven at 350F.1.

Put the butter and the cheese in a metallic bowl and place it in the oven. Remove

when the whole butter and some part of the cheese is melt. Start mixing with a

spoon until you get a uniform cream.

2.

Pre-cook the bottom crust if it is a normal crust. Place a 2nd pie pan above the first3.



and cook it for 5 to 8 minute.

Add the sugar and the egg and contiue mixing with a spoon.4.

Add the flour and the milk, start mixing with a whip until you get an uniform mix.5.

Add the lemon juice and the lemon zest. Mix completly.6.

Drop the mixture on the pie crust. Cook in the oven for 40 minutes. You must

remove the pie when the borders start brownning (the cheese).

7.

Let it cool down in a refregerator for 5 hours. Then spread the Raspberry jam on the

top of the pie.

8.

Variations

Reference Information

Related Recipes

Crumb Pie Crust


